Podcasts for kids & their families

**The Alien Adventures of Finn Caspian**: Serialized podcast about Finn Caspian, an 8-year-old boy living on an interplanetary space station. He explores the galaxy and solves mystery—*kids & tweens*

**Be Calm on Ahway Island**: Kid-friendly mindfulness practices are interwoven with bedtime stories—*all ages*

**Brains On!**: Answers to complex, kid submitted questions for older kids.—*tweens*

**But Why?**: Answers to complex, kid submitted questions like “Why is the sky blue?”—*kids*

**Circle Round**: Folktales from around the world are adapted into sound and music rich radio plays. Each 10- to 20-minute episode explores important issues like kindness, persistence and generosity.—*kids*

**Ear Snacks**: Funny and thoughtful fun for preschoolers and little kids

**Eleanor Amplified**: For fans of old-timey radio shows—*tweens*

**Flyest Fables**: The Neverending Story meets modern day storytelling—*all ages*

**KidNuz**: 5 minutes of kid-friendly news created by moms who are broadcast journalists—*all ages*

**Noodle Loaf**: Sing, rhyme, move and play!—*all ages*

**Pants on Fire**: A game show for kids. Can you tell who is the liar, liar pants on fire?—*kids & tweens*

**The Past & The Curious**: Hear interesting, little-known stories from history with an emphasis on humor.—*all ages*

**Saturday Morning Cereal Bowl**: “Kindie Rock” aka indie rock for kids! New and old songs that kids will love including many songs parents will recognize.—*all ages*

**Six Minutes**: A mystery adventure for the whole family!

**Spare the Rock, Spoil the Child**: A playlist combined with kids’ music and kid-appropriate songs from artists grown-ups will recognize (i.e The Ramones). A hit for parents who are tired of kids’ music.—*all ages*

**Stories Podcast**: Kid friendly versions of classic stories and fairy tales

**Story Time**: 10 – 15 minute bedtime stories—*preschoolers*

**Smash Boom Best**: Fact based arguments with episodes like “Pizza vs. Tacos”—*kids*

**Tumble**: The fascinating scientific topics covered are sure to foster of love of science.—*kids & tweens*

**The Unexplainable Disappearance of Mars Patel**: “Stranger Things” for tweens

**What If World**: This podcast takes wacky what-if questions submitted by listeners and turns them into cool stories- episodes like “What if sharks had legs?” will keep kids entertained and laughing.—*all ages*

**Wow in the World**: News for kids in the science and technology realm. Produced by NPR.—*all ages*